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Abstract

As the number of young people affected by HIV/AIDS assumes massive proportions, social movements to tackle the pandemic need increased organization and innovation. The Global Youth Coalition on HIV/AIDS (GYCA) was conceived at the 15th International AIDS Conference (IAC) in Bangkok, 2002, to synergize the efforts of thousands of youth organizations and networks spread around the world, by bringing them under a common umbrella. The GYCA is a decentralized organization that uses Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) to manage programs implemented by regional and national coalition members. In this case study, we describe and critically evaluate two e-consultations that the GYCA conducted with its members: 1) a participatory, shared decision-making approach to inform the GYCA’s initial strategic plan; and, 2) the development of program materials and the strategic advocacy plan for the 2006 IAC in Toronto. Our analyses identify critical strengths of e-consultations in meeting the GYCA’s aims, and important areas for improvement in future replications of the e-consultation model. Finally, we discuss study implications for other public health issues, and the role of ICTs and e-consultations in technology-driven health communication programs.
The Problem

Every day, 6,000 young people are infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and over half of the five million people infected each year are under 25 years old. Although world leaders committed that by 2005 ninety percent of young people would know how to protect themselves from infection, currently, in the hardest hit countries, less than fifty percent of youth can correctly identify modes of HIV transmission. Despite the impact that HIV/AIDS has on youth, most programs addressing HIV/AIDS are designed by adults without any input from young people. Young leaders at all levels—local, national, regional, and international—are often marginalized and excluded from the development of important interventions. However, at the turn of the 21st century, young leaders began taking action in their communities to prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS and to address the consequences of the disease.

Although these youth initiatives were having a positive impact on an ad-hoc basis, it was clear that the efforts lacked synergy, thereby diminishing the overall impact. Youth activists decided that there was an increasing need for a coalition that would bring these assorted initiatives under one umbrella, streamline their endeavors, and empower them with the necessary technical resources to create a noticeable, large-scale impact.

Youth activists at UNGASS, 2006. (Courtesy GYCA)
Proposed Solution

It was during this time that youth leaders congregated at the 15th International AIDS Conference (IAC), held in 2004, in Bangkok, Thailand. A series of meetings and teleconferences during and after this conference brought representatives of various worldwide youth organizations to a common understanding. They agreed that it was only by organizing the existing scatter of international organizations and networks into a collective force, that they would best be able to push young people’s vulnerability to HIV infection as a priority on decision-makers’ agendas. To achieve this goal, youth delegates generated support from UNAIDS (the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS) and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) to develop the Global Youth Coalition on HIV/AIDS (GYCA). Today, the GYCA is a youth-led international nonprofit alliance that empowers young leaders worldwide with the knowledge, skills and resources to scale up HIV/AIDS interventions among their peers. The GYCA implements its programs through a decentralized network, with a New York office acting as a catalyst.

When the GYCA was first created, a major challenge emerged: how could the GYCA manage an alliance of this nature? The global HIV/AIDS pandemic straddles a wide variety of issues – economic, scientific, political, social, and psychological – whose importance greatly vary by region. The fundamental test for this alliance thus lay in its ability to include globally diverse concerns, and address each of them with equal emphasis and effect. This was even more challenging given the need for the alliance to develop a unified vision (which still represented the needs of its worldwide membership) to guide its activities and achieve its goals.

The leaders of the coalition (known also as key taskforce members) decided that the quickest and most cost-effective approach to bringing the alliance’s globally scattered stakeholders on a single platform was through Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) tools. The tools in this case were online tools, available to the GYCA through its partnership with Toronto-based Taking IT Global Foundation.
What Are Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)?

Though a standardized definition of ICTs is yet to emerge, the Information for Development Program (a partnership of international development agencies coordinated by the Global ICT Department of the World Bank) defines them as being, “tools that facilitate communication and the processing and transmission of information and the sharing of knowledge by electronic means.” These electronic means include radio, television, fixed (landline) and mobile phones, the Internet, and digital audio and text recording, and Internet telephony, among others. ICT applications have been extensively and effectively utilized in a wide range of settings cutting across health issues. For example, ICT tools (mainly computers and the Internet) were used to build and strengthen Mozambique’s information management in the health sector.

In Uganda, the Satellife project used handheld devices to disseminate health information, conduct surveillance, and monitor and evaluate health programs. Mobile phones have been used to address asthma, diabetes, cardiovascular disease and HIV/AIDS in Croatia, Finland, Spain and South Africa.

A health worker in Uganda uses a handheld device. (Courtesy Satellife)
respectively. In India, telemedicine technology – a combination of personal computers, customized medical software, ECG/X-ray machines and scanners – is bridging the divide between urban and rural healthcare.

The Internet has diffused at a faster rate than any other technical innovation in modern times. Health information is rapidly disseminated through e-health mechanisms (e.g. health websites), in both the developed and developing worlds. Most notably, the Internet has been used to share and manage knowledge among health workers through e-learning forums and discussion boards. Youth, being early adopters of new technologies, have especially maximized the potential of the Internet in using various online tools (e-forums, discussion boards, weblogs, listservs and e-consultations) to initiate social action that cuts across international boundaries.
What Are E-Consultations?

E-consultations facilitate online deliberation and consensus building among key stakeholders by eliciting answers to critical questions. The practice of e-consultations is an offshoot of e-governance - a movement that has been gradually adopted by western democracies since the early 1990s. E-governance promotes increased engagement of citizens in the policy and decision-making process. For example, the European Union hosts an ongoing e-consultation portal (http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm) that invites citizens to share their opinions with European policy makers on diverse issues. In 2005, the Canadian government invited non-governmental organizations, academics and academic institutions, student groups, and think tanks to participate in an e-consultation to inform the country’s foreign policy.

However, research that explores the efficacy and impact of e-consultations is scant and is in the earliest stages of development. A literature search for the term ‘e-consultation’ in the following databases offered meager results: Pubmed (five results), Proquest-ABI / Inform (11 results), and Communication and Mass Media Complete (24), of which only seven articles evaluated e-consultations as a technological tool.

Despite the limited work evaluating the efficacy of this type of approach, e-consultations are being widely adopted by a number of international development agencies, including the United Nations and the World Health Organization.

This case study describes and critically evaluates two e-consultations conducted by the Global Youth Coalition on HIV/AIDS (GYCA). The first (conducted in 2004) was instrumental in charting the coalition’s vision and organizational strategy. The second (conducted in 2006) took place on the eve of the 16th International AIDS Conference in Toronto, Canada. This e-consultation witnessed participation from the global membership of the GYCA and helped to shape an advocacy agenda for targeting policy makers and adult allies.
E-Consultation 1 – Youth HIV/AIDS
Leaders: Building an Empowered Alliance

The GYCA leaders were first exposed to e-consultations at the Bangkok International AIDS Conference. After an online discussion group and coalition website were created on the Taking It Global portal, the leaders (key taskforce members) brainstormed on the most critical issues facing youth HIV/AIDS, and subsequently launched the e-consultation. The primary objective for the e-consultation was to perform a needs assessment that would eventually guide the development of the coalition.

The needs assessment would attempt to extract from participants their needs, goals, and aspirations in the fight against HIV/AIDS. The results of this e-consultation would guide the GYCA’s organizational framework, principle values, logistical structure, and future projects, as well as strategies for recruiting and involving members (including youth residing in resource-constrained areas). In line with these objectives, the main expectation was to garner maximum participation and extract region-specific insights from geographically diverse stakeholders.

The e-consultation was conducted on the Taking It Global online platform over four weeks. Key taskforce members sent invitations to participants using existing networks (such as coalitions like UNFPA’s youth focal points in geographic divisions, UNICEF’s Voices of Youth, and participants of the Oxfam International Youth Partnerships.)

A screen shot of E-consultation 1. (Courtesy TIG, GYCA)
program) and numerous e-mail listservs. Each week, participants responded to a set of questions centered on a different theme. Key taskforce members moderated the discussions, and also picked the themes for each week based on their experiences and knowledge of the youth HIV/AIDS situation. Participants were encouraged to respond to statements in their native language, and each week the content of the previous week’s discussion was summarized in English, Spanish and French to maximize member engagement.21

The exact structure of weekly themes and issues is outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. Overarching Discussion Themes and Specific Issues in the First E-Consultation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>Idea of the GYCA</td>
<td>• What youth hoped to gain from the e-consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reflections of the value-added of the GYCA to current HIV/AIDS work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Feedback about the draft framework of the GYCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reservations and doubts about the development of the GYCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Challenges facing youth leaders’ work – Can the GYCA address these</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>challenges and how?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>Thematic priority areas of the GYCA</td>
<td>• What capacity-building activities the Coalition can undertake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Best practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Website development strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Political will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Government accountability to UNGASS Doc* and youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How can youth take an active role in making governments accountable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Toronto and the GYCA as a youth consultancy to the International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AIDS Conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>Structure and initial logistics of</td>
<td>• Structure of Secretariat and regional operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the GYCA setup</td>
<td>• Feasibility of working with existing networks and NGO’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Availability of dedicated youth leaders to conduct local events,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• gatherings, or workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How to find and keep committed volunteers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Suggested next steps after e-consultation to sustain momentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>The GYCA’s role in International</td>
<td>• Youth programming in Toronto (need for separate youth programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIDS Conferences</td>
<td>• versus integrating youth with existing programs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• More scholarships for increased youth participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How to increase youth presenters?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Youth age limit at IACs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How to approach private sector for funding to attend conferences?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Youth and UNGASS, Millennium Developmental Goals (MDGs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The coalition and the future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The 2001 United Nations General Assembly Special Session Declaration of Commitment on HIV/AIDS, considered to be non-binding international law.
Results
365 participants representing 48 countries contributed a range of perspectives to the questions posed. The main findings of this e-consultation were:

- Participants were unanimous in expressing their need for a global youth coalition.

- The moderators found that participants had abundant talent and motivation to contribute towards the movement. However, these abilities could only be capitalized on if youth were provided with adequate training that enhanced both their skills and knowledge.

- Participants were overwhelmed by the multitude of websites, publications, and conflicting data regarding the HIV/AIDS issue, and were unaware of what resources were reputable or easily accessible in a language they could understand.

- There was a resounding demand for providing organizational, technical and technological support to youth groups worldwide.

- Participants agreed that the GYCA must be involved in advocating for increased attention to youth HIV/AIDS issues by policy-makers. Participants also wanted the GYCA to actively follow up with policy makers on the implementation of policy commitments.

- Participants expressed reservations about obtaining funding from certain corporations or governments for fear of a cooptation of the youth voice.

- Participants also expressed strong reservations about the GYCA being centrally located in the United States, as this could potentially lead to a widening of North-South disparities. Thus, participants suggested that the organizational structure be decentralized by creating regional secretariats, and national and regional focal points. These regional offices would synergistically govern global programs and policies while still retaining local representation.

Impact on Organizational Priorities
The essence of the discussions, as described above, became a guidepost for the core GYCA task force in charting the GYCA’s organizational strategy and shaping the course of the GYCA’s programmatic activities. The e-consultation helped coalition to identify the four priority areas that now guide its activities:

a) Networking and sharing of best practices;

b) Technical assistance and capacity building;

c) Political advocacy; and,

d) Preparation for international conferences.
Impact on Organizational Structure

The e-consultation also helped to design the organizational structure of the GYCA. Today, the coalition is based out of its North Secretariat in the United States, but is driven by its 12 Task Force Members, 12 Regional Focal Points covering all continents, and multiple National Focal Points in each of the 12 regions. The e-consultation also stimulated the creation of a South Secretariat, who acts as an equal partner to the North Secretariat, thereby enhancing contributions from youth in the Global South.

Dissemination of E-Consultation Findings

The final e-consultation report, prepared by the moderators and translated into English, Spanish and French, was shared widely with participants, and with hundreds of HIV/AIDS and reproductive health organizations via listservs and email. Participants were asked to share the report with youth who did not have access to the consultation process.
When the GYCA was first created in December, 2004 it had a membership of nearly 350 youth leaders from 48 countries. By 2005, its membership had grown to include 2,100 youth leaders from nearly 100 countries. It was at this point that the GYCA began preparations for the 2006 International AIDS Conference, to be held in Toronto, Canada. The conference was an international gathering of 24,000 people, including activists, scientists, policymakers, and people living with HIV/AIDS. This event was strategically important to the GYCA because it presented its youth leaders with the opportunity to advocate their agenda directly alongside key adult allies from various constituencies.

The coalition’s leaders recognized that advocacy efforts would have to be organized and well-planned, so they decided to conduct an e-consultation. The e-consultation’s main objective was to arrive at a consensus for the advocacy agenda (messages and strategy) that would be presented at the conference. The GYCA also utilized this opportunity to address other issues, such as the possibility of increasing the number of conference scholarships, which would increase the youth presence.

The GYCA conducted the e-consultation as a partner of the Toronto YouthForce (TYF), an alliance of over 100 international youth non-governmental organizations and networks. First initiated at the 2002 Barcelona International AIDS Conference, YouthForce prioritized youth participation and activities during subsequent Conferences. GYCA and YouthForce members were invited to participate in the e-consultation, which was conducted on the Taking It Global e-forum. YouthForce members assisted in designing the e-consultation and its questions, facilitating the consultations each week, writing weekly summaries, compiling the results into a final report to be shared with partners and funders, and translating the results into English, Spanish and French.

The e-consultation was conducted in April, 2006, and was similar in design to the first GYCA e-consultation. Table 2 illustrates an outline of the design of the second e-consultation (See Table 2, next page).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Week 1       | Core youth issues related to HIV/AIDS that participants hoped to bring to the conference | • What are the most important needs of young people in the HIV/AIDS pandemic today?  
• In your country (please state your country), are young people and youth service providers consulted with and included in addressing youth vulnerability, and forming youth-specific HIV/AIDS policy? If so, describe their involvement (are the youth in positions of power, do they get to provide feedback or write legislation, etc).  
• What kinds of steps should the government take to prevent the spread of HIV among young people in your country that they are not taking already? |
| Week 2       | Youth-based services, and incorporating youth involvement in the service-delivery process | • What are some specific concerns and subpoints that we can group under the issues of access to youth-friendly comprehensive HIV services and access to evidence based prevention education and information? (the key issues from week one)  
• What are some ways that these concerns can be met and how can governments and/or civil society address them?  
• Please rank the following suggested topics for an advocacy session from 1 to 5 with 1 being the most important and 5 being the least important. Feel free to add your own in the blank option. |
| Week 3       | Tools and tactics to get the youth message across                     | • What are some peaceful forms of highlighting the importance of this issue at the conference?  
• Imagine that you are at the conference. What kind of tools, actions or events do you think would serve the purpose of visibility around the advocacy message (e.g. t-shirts, rallies, pins, posters, stickers, etc)? Keep in mind that there is a limit on the budget for materials and events.  
• When advocating using this message at the conference, what could you suggest to your decision-makers as practical and realistic next steps they can take to implement your ideas? |
Results

218 participants representing 36 countries participated in the e-consultation. The main findings from this e-consultation were:

- Participants expressed that lack of access to health services, and lack of youth involvement in service-delivery programs, were urgent issues.

- Participants focused on the importance of ensuring that commitments made by policymakers would be met on a timely basis.

- Participants urged for lobbying to increase the number and amount of conference scholarships, so more youth could attend the conference. Similarly, there was a unified expression of interest in having specific stalls and meeting areas where youth from different organizations and countries could network with each another.

- Participants suggested a range of multimedia strategies to highlight the impact of the youth movement and the youth agenda before the conference and worldwide audiences.

The above findings led to the following impact:

- Access to health services was established as one of the main items on the advocacy agenda for the conference.

- The GYCA, as part of the Toronto YouthForce, established a ‘Commitments Desk’ in the youth area at the conference venue. International policy-makers and key adult allies were convinced to visit the youth area and articulate specific, time-bound commitments at the desk. The coalition’s members are currently following up with these policy makers.

- Lobbying with the conference organizers resulted in the establishment of a Youth Pavilion in the main conference arena, which later served as a hub of youth activity at the conference. At the Youth Pavilion, youth leaders were able to host exclusive forums, discussion sessions, and networking events with their adult allies.

- The Toronto YouthForce procured funding for t-shirts, banners, posters, a youth website (as part of the main Conference website), and rallies. Many youth leaders were seen or heard on mass media channels like radio and television. These strategies increased the visibility of the youth force at the conference and established their presence in front of key policy-makers and activists.
Critical Evaluation of GYCA’s E-Consultations

The realm of e-consultations has witnessed little scholarly attention - only a handful of studies have been used to measure this tool's effectiveness. There is, however, an evaluative framework proposed by Macintosh & Whyte, that suggests a way to critically analyze e-consultations, based on a set of predetermined parameters:

1. **Was the e-consultation process conducted as planned?**

2. **Were the consultation objectives and what was expected of the citizens made clear?**

3. **Did the consultation reach the targeted audience?**

4. **Was the information provided appropriate?**

5. **Were the contributions informed and appropriate?**

6. **Was feedback provided both during and after the consultation?**

7. **Was there an impact on policy content?**

Macintosh and Whyte posit that it is important to understand and evaluate the sociology of Internet behavior characterized by a number of factors like: depiction of personal identities in virtual space, communication dynamics of questioning and response, access to technology and program duration. They also argue for an inter-disciplinary approach to evaluating e-consultations which includes political, technological, and social perspectives. While a political evaluation mainly analyzes whether the e-consultation conformed to best practice standards, a technological evaluation focuses on the system design of the e-consultation. Social evaluations examine the influence that stakeholders’ participation has had on policy-making.

We will use the Macintosh & Whyte (2002) framework to assess the two e-consultations.

**1. Was the E-Consultation Process Conducted as Planned?**

The first e-consultation was comparatively sporadic and unplanned compared to the second, which the organizers approached with a preconceived strategy. The second e-consultation was systematically pre-planned, in terms of who were the targeted participants and moderators, and what the GYCA hoped to achieve. The first e-consultation was not preceded by similar planning and strategizing.

In the first instance, the idea of conducting an e-consultation as a needs assessment was developed after the key taskforce members
participated in a similar exercise during the Bangkok Conference. Despite the lack of a concrete blueprint, the key taskforce members envisaged a specific process: invite participants through email, brief them about the e-consultation objectives, elicit responses on one theme per week, orchestrate a consensus, and disseminate findings to respondents. This process was used to guide the first e-consultation and this process was adapted for use in the second e-consultation.

Both e-consultations had various benefits for the coalition, in terms of organizational strategy building, knowledge sharing, and capacity building. However, it is important to mention that neither e-consultation used a standard organizational system/framework, which might have helped in streamlining the process and engineering them more efficiently.

2. Were the Consultation Objectives and What Was Expected of the Citizens Made Clear?

The two moderators introduced the purpose and objective of each e-consultation before its commencement in the form of a ‘letter of invitation’. This letter described in detail the need for a global coalition, its proposed aims, and possible priority areas. Despite this, the language barrier (there were differences in the levels of English proficiency among participants) meant that sometimes responses were unclear or confusing, and that respondents had difficulty understanding or answering questions.

3. Did the Consultation Reach the Targeted Audience?

Both e-consultations were preceded by a promotional effort. Task Force members sent invitations to hundreds of youth HIV/AIDS leaders and organizations worldwide using existing online networks and listservs. Those who received the invitation were requested to forward it to those in peer and professional circles, in order to achieve as high a response rate as possible. In the second e-consultation, all coalition members and Toronto YouthForce conference attendees were invited.

The participation numbers for the two e-consultations make for an interesting contrast. The first e-consultation had a higher number of respondents (365 compared to 218 in the second e-consultation). The second e-consultation might have had fewer participants because invitations were sent only to those youth who were attending the International AIDS Conference.

Youth might also have ignored the invitations for the second e-consultation. The GYCA members who unsubscribe from the listserv cite a large number of emails as the main reason they unsubscribe. However, the participation rate for the second e-consultation falls within GYCA members’ normal response rate to surveys (ten percent of total membership, as cited by the GYCA staff).
It must also be noted that certain audiences were not able to participate in the e-consultations (i.e., those populations who are illiterate, have no access to the internet, and/or do not speak English). Although the weekly summaries were translated into Spanish and French, it took some time for the translations to be completed and posted online.

4. Was the Information Provided Appropriate?

The invitation letter that was sent before the commencement of the e-consultations contained basic facts about the intensity of the youth HIV/AIDS issue. This letter did not provide details about specific issues, nor did it define technical jargon for the potential audience. This can partially be explained by the fact that the letter was sent to listservs for youth HIV/AIDS workers and organizations, and organizers assumed that the listserv members would be familiar with key jargon and important issues.

5. Were the Contributions Informed and Appropriate?

Outlining the purpose, objective and expectations of the e-consultation resulted in a majority of participants’ responses being crafted comprehensively and in great detail. The participants’ responses to questions revealed that youth HIV/AIDS cannot be viewed as a health issue alone, but must be addressed in the larger context of root causes such as poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, and gender inequality. Occasionally, respondents provided responses to questions that had been asked in a previous week, or they appeared to misunderstand the questions. The participants’ responses varied in nature from being opinionated to being informative. Some respondents posed their own questions and several others made recommendations.

6. Was Feedback Provided Both During and After the Consultation?

Moderators addressed specific technical problems during the course of the e-consultation and shared the weekly summaries with participants. In addition to posting summaries, moderators highlighted individual responses that discussed important, cross-cutting issues, or that suggested innovative approaches that the coalition hoped to implement. If participants posted information that was incorrect, the moderators would post the correct statistics and citations to avoid confusion.
7. Was There an Impact on Policy Content?

Both of the e-consultations successfully met their objectives. Specifically, participants’ responses during the first e-consultation had a direct impact on the coalition’s organizational policy:

a) Participants reaffirmed the need for a global coalition.

b) Participants helped to finalize the GYCA’s four main priority areas.

c) Participants arrived at a consensus on the organizational structure for the GYCA, which was later implemented.

Similarly, participants in the second e-consultation informed the youth agenda and contributed to setting the advocacy strategy by:

a) Arriving at a consensus on core advocacy messages and strategy; and,

b) Increasing funding for and the number of youth scholarship recipients, thereby increasing youth participation and visibility at the conference.
Lessons Learned & Recommendations for Practitioners

Our evaluation results yielded information that may be useful to others interested in developing and using e-consultations. First and foremost, organizations aiming to conduct an e-consultation will benefit from developing a clear strategy (containing consultative goals, thematic areas to be discussed, a timeline, and an idea of the range of participants they wish to attract). Furthermore, it is useful for this strategy to be communicated with participants. When communicating this strategy, the organizers might find it important to be aware of how much expertise and experience the potential participants have in the e-consultation topic.

As with other health education initiatives, the e-consultation organizers will probably find it useful to determine the evaluative framework to be used prior to implementation. This will ensure that the organizers collect the appropriate data throughout the course of the e-consultation. It is clear that e-consultations will greatly benefit from a robust evaluative mechanism. However, we argue that despite its comprehensiveness, the Macintosh & Whyte framework may limit some comparisons across e-consultations. The assessment of the utility and findings from e-consultations would benefit from a broad range of data collection and analytical techniques, including qualitative and quantitative assessments. Future efforts at refining these methods will enhance our ability to determine the effectiveness of e-consultations.

E-consultations with global participation face a major challenge in terms of being inclusive of key stakeholders in resource-constrained areas (with no or little access to technology). This is especially important since people in these areas may be at high risk for many health problems. To ensure that the voices of these stakeholders are represented, the organizers will want to develop ideas for including them in the e-consultation. A possible strategy to ensure inclusiveness is to increase the duration of the e-consultation. This will give representatives with access more time to confer with those stakeholders who have less access. Those with access may also require technical assistance to learn how to summarize others’ opinions. Based on this case study, we also urge others in global health settings to design the e-consultation in more than one language, depending upon the demographics of the participants. By using English (or any single language) alone, organizers risk neglecting those audiences with low or no proficiency levels.

When choosing potential participants (the target audiences), organizers will need to decide between smaller, more specific audiences, and a large, all-inclusive audience. Larger audiences will take larger promotional efforts but they also allow the organizers to potentially tap into ideas and insights that might otherwise have been left out.

Lastly, organizers will want to consider what information they will want to collect from
respondents (such as demographics). This study did not include information on the specific demographic distribution of respondents, thereby making it difficult to identify what region-specific issues came to the fore. It also makes it difficult to make any inferences about the audiences reached by these e-consultations. In the future, organizers of e-consultations will want to consider if they wish to and how to gather this information.

Conclusions

From this case study we learn that ICT tools can be effectively used to govern and mobilize social change to improve public health problems, especially those that are affected by multi-dimensional issues like gender, economics, race, and education.

It is also important to understand from this study that in order to maximize impact, ICT tools must include the populations being affected in critical decisions. In doing so, it is important to bear in mind the special challenges represented by resource-constrained areas (such as limited internet access and language barriers) that might impinge on effective participation.

In a realm such as HIV/AIDS, where civic engagement is so heavily emphasized, the notion of ‘participation’ is germane to an e-consultation, especially because the underlying principle of the whole process is inclusiveness. Thus, it is imperative to consider that while ICTs promise greater access to information and greater connectivity, their proliferation creates new social and professional imbalances that threaten to further exclude some populations.25
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